


What is  Granuleworks?

Granuleworks simulates the movement of powders, empowering you to expedite your engineering process. Instead of 
relying on expensive and time-consuming experiments for all your analysis, you can count on our innovative software 
to streamline and enhance your methods of collecting data.
Granuleworks grew out of Particleworks, the leading simulator of moving fluids. Like Particleworks, Granuleworks uses 
cutting-edge, particle-based algorithms to simulate movement rapidly and accurately.
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Application
Granuleworks Case Studies

Simulation of automated assembly-line powder forming system
  ・ Defining automated motion of boundaries
  ・ Applying Elasto-plasticity contact model
  ・ Simulating consecutive procedures, filling, compaction, and bonding

Filling and Compaction

Mixing Conveying

Simulation of a mechanical conveying process
  ・ Defining moving boundaries
  ・ Rolling resistance models demonstrate bulk density and    
    repose angle

Simulation of a solid-solid mixing process
  ・ Defining material properties and sizes
  ・ Post-processing mixing index

Screw conveyors

Comparison: Simulation vs. Experiment

Simulation Experiment
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Features
Basic Features

With the optional GPU module, solvers can now run on NVIDIA CUD A-based GPUs, drastically reducing computation time. Using NVID-
IA® Tesla® P100 with its 16 GB GPU memory , you can simulate up to 3 million particles (and even more wit h multiple GPUs).

GPU

Prometech's Granuleworks enables you to simulate complex 
phenomena such as mixing and stirring, in addition to mechani-
cal conveying processes. By combining Granuleworks’ DEM (Dis-
crete Element Method) and Particleworks’ MPS, you can simu-
late the motion of powder particles in fluids.

Coupled Simulation with Particleworks

Granuleworks' intuitive user interface lets 
you handle  an  ent i re  s imulat ion ,  f rom 
pre-processing through post-processing. 
You don't have to be an expert to edit simu-
lation parameters or keep track of multiple 
projects.
The 3D view window features ultra-fast,  
high-quality OpenGL rendering optimized 
for large-scale simulation with millions of 
particles. The window system is highly cus-
tomizable, letting you compare multiple 
results  s ide by s ide.  Both Windows and 
Linux are supported.

User Interface

Speedups (Model: Screw Conveyor)

CPU 16Cores 1.0

GPU P100 4.3
GPU K80 2.5

Aeration
Granuleworks introduces aeration, letting it analyze bubble 
behavior to predict engine oil behavior and chemical processes 
in stirring tanks. This feature comes in handy when examining 
design issues related to bubbles. You can:

・Choose the size of simulated bubbles
・Calculate buoyancy force, wall force, drag force, bubble extinction,   
   bubble coalescence, and bubble breakage
・View statistics for spatial distributions of bubbles based on size
・Visualize and spot issues related to bubble behavior

*This function requires co-simulation with Particleworks.
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Capabil it ies  Chart

Features

Boundary conditions

Parallel processing

Preprocessing

Postprocessing,
Visualization

Size distribution

Contact force model

Rolling resistance model
Liquid bridge force model
van der Waals force model
Heat transfer

External force

Aeration (MPS coupling)

Polygon wall

Inflow boundary

Outflow boundary

Simulation domain

Pump (MPS coupling)
Inside-node parallel processing (OpenMP)
Inter-node parallel processing (MPI)
OpenMP and MPI hybrid parallel processing
GPU-accelerated computing

Generator

Geometry file format

Other

Multiple scene views
Color map to particles (by group or physical quantities)
Image / video output
Arrow (vector) representation of physical quantities
Particle pathline
Examine physical quantities of an arbitrary particle
Extraction of particles in specified region (Box probe)
Transformation of coordinates to make results easily visible (Coordinate transformation)
Interpolation from particle data to geometry data (Mapping)
Estimation of physical quantities in an arbitrary coordinate (Point probe)
Interpolation from particle data to grid data (Grid)
Stream line
Isosurface / Isoline
Surface mesh generation from particle data
ASCII conversion of results
Flow rate measurement
Estimation of bulk density

Solver

Pre / 
Postprocessing

Operation
environment /
Requirements

Windows 7／Windows 8／Windows 10／RedHat Enterprise Linux WS 6.x (64bit)
4.0 or later
Intel, AMD, x86 compatible ≥ 2 GHz
NVIDIA Tesla C2050, C2070, C2075, M2090 / K20, K40, K80 / P100, GP100
≥ 4GB
≥ 5GB

OS
OpenGL
CPU
GPU (for GPU computing)
Memory
HDD

Linear spring model
Hooke model
Hertz model
Thornton model
Walton-Braun model

EPP (Elasto-Perfectly-Plastic) model

Heat transfer by contact
Constant acceleration (gravity)
Time-series data input

Bubble dynamics in liquid
Generation, rupture, wall force, coalescence, and drag force of bubbles with size distribution

Forced motion (sloshing and mixing)
Force & torque output
Adiabatic boundary, isothermal boundary

Velocity input, flow rate input
Time-series input

Shape specified or region specified

Moving boundary
Deletion of outflow particles from simulation domain
Region and velocity specified

Particle generation from geometry file (OBJ / STL)
Particle generation from defined powder level
Boundary (distance function) generation from geometry file (OBJ / STL)

STL (both ASCII and binary)
OBJ
Nastran file format

Deletion of overlapping generation particles
Adjustment of the number of powder particles to specified volume
Adjustment of size distribution and spatial distribution of powder particles

*Installation of CUDA 8.0 is required to use GPU computing.　*Granuleworks requires 64-bit operating system.
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[ West Japan branch office ]  
Asahi Kaikan, 7F, 3-3, Sakae 1-chome, Naka-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 460-0008, Japan
Tel: +81-52-211-3900  Fax: +81-52-211-3901

URL: www.prometech.co.jp     E-mail: sales@prometech.co.jp

*Granuleworks is a trademark or unregistered trademark of Prometech Software, Inc.
All other company and product names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of 
their respective companies.


